NORTH SLUFTERS - PART 1

(One of a series of Papers on the Progress of the Works - August to October 2014)

The " Equipment" and imported materials used in this New Forest Stream Works
Question: Is this really "low impact" and non invasive use of machinery and imported materials ?
The information in this Paper are taken from the Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) May 2014, and photos taken during the course of the Works.
1. Extracts from the Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) - May 2014


Plant and Equipment Used: Hydraulic excavators, 13 tonne size, steel tracked with a selection of
buckets. 13 tonne excavator for loading the 8 tonne tracked dumpers. 5-7 tonne excavator available
for some works in very tight sections. In order to ensure a dry working environment, the water will
be pumped over between sections of restored meander



The contractor will use low ground pressure tracked excavators, rubber tracked dumpers and bog mats (where
the ground is particularly wet) specifically as directed by the FC ecologist at the prestart meeting, to reflect
current ground conditions. If the ground is too wet or heavy rain is forecast, work will be postponed or suspended
until ground conditions are suitable to ensure habitats are protected from unnecessary damage. (para 4.6)



Species protection during restoration works
4.7 To eliminate the risk of restoration works disturbing birds and reptiles, a suitably qualified ecologist
will:

check the access routes for active ground nests prior to the movement of material to the restoration
areas. In the unlikely event that active nests are recorded alternative routes will be used to ensure nests
are not disturbed; carry out a walkover survey of the works area and access tracks before machines are
taken on site to reassess the required mitigation measures for the protection of reptiles, in order to amend
the advice to contractors, as appropriate; (was this done ?)

search dead wood and root bowls that have the potential to provide sheltering sites within the works.
Dead wood will be transferred to the nearest suitable habitat out of the works area. (para 4.7) (was this
done ?)






(Para 4.8 )
If it is considered that there is the potential for the watercourse to support brown trout, an extensive
series of mitigation measures will be implemented to avoid any short term effects on the brown trout
population of the North Slufters Inclosure. This will include a fish rescue, removal and transfer operation
and follow up monitoring work following best practice which will include ensuring works are carried out
between the months of May and September to avoid migration seasons. (was this done ?)

The key good practice measures associated with prevention of water pollution (para 4.25) included:


Drip trays will be placed under stationary items of plant (e.g. pumps, generators) which could
potentially leak fuel/oils; para 4.25 (was this done ?)



pollution and silt booms will be erected at the downstream end of the works;



silt and sediment control will be undertaken through the use of heather bale dams at strategic intervals
to filter coarse sediments; (was this done ?)

Archaeology

The wetland restoration works contractor will be made aware of archaeological constraints before
works on site commence. Any sensitive areas will be clearly marked on the ground before any
groundworks start, to prevent accidental damage. (There is evidence of damage to Boiling sites and
other issues.)

2. Extracts from Method Statements - Appendix A
Clay and/or hoggin are to be built up to bank height in manageable layers, and dynamically compacted using
the excavator bucket. (see photo 3, 4)
•



Excavate and set aside some of the gravel bed from the existing drain, to mitigate for potential loss of fauna
present in the gravel bed.
Transport clay from stockpile area to junction of drain and meander route using a tracked dumper
Transport clay/hoggin/bales using tracked dumpers, from the stockpile to the drain to be infilled.

Appendix B - Construction Traffic Management Plan



3.

2.4 The materials required for the restoration will be delivered from the nearest geologically
comparable quarries.
4.5 ..........The restoration works will require 5,500 tonnes of as dug hoggin (65%), washed gravels and rejects
(10%) and clay (25%), and as such this will equate to around 275 deliveries by 10m tipper lorries.
Assuming all deliveries arrive within a four week period and Monday to Friday only, this equates to, on average,
around 14 deliveries (28 movements) per day by 10m tipper lorries.

Photos taken at North Slufters during the Works -

The Machinery

1. An Excavator on site

2. An Excavator during the stream infill and reengineering of new meanders. Is this a "low ground
pressure tracked excavator"?

3. Excavator on existing stream edge undergoing
infill with imported materials.

4. Front edge of stream channel infill using hoggin
- in this case approximately 1.5 m deep x 2 m
wide, with clay plugs at intervals.

Clay and/or hoggin are to be built up to bank
height in manageable layers, and dynamically
compacted using the excavator bucket.

5. Major groundworks - piecemeal and ad hoc
movement of materials to re- sculpture landscape

6. The "new" meander - precisely one bucket wide and
totally unnatural shape and form.

7. The "new route" crossing perpendicular to the
existing "small" stream (foreground)

8. One bucket wide.....

9. A Truck used to move "materials" around. Is this
"low impact" ?

10. A Tracked vehicle

4. Photos taken at North Slufters during the Works -

The Materials - 5,500 tonnes of as dug hoggin (65%),
washed gravels and rejects (10%) and clay (25%),

11. The imported hoggin - is this material "geologically
comparable" to natural New Forest soils - and what
does that mean ?

12. The imported clay

13. A different texture ? "geologically comparable" ?

14. Frequently appears on the surface of the infilled
stream and new channel

15. Another pile of very unwholesome material
waiting for use..........

16. Is all of this "hoggin and clay" compatible with the
local soils ?

17. All part of "...the estimated 5,500 tonnes of as dug
hoggin (65%), washed gravels and rejects (10%) and
clay (25%)...."

19. Pine Tree Trunks to supplement infill material ?

21. And yes - the pumps - what chance the fish etc
here ?

18. Not only is there major movement of the imported
materials, there is wholesale movement of the soils
from the existing stream banks and channel from one
part of the site to another.

20. The stream material is often not repositioned
close to the place it came from, involving mixing of
materials and loss of existing habitat, and fauna.

22. Protecting the Archaeology? It is often
forgotten....?

23. Mixed material as surface infill - with log and clay
still visible on surface ....

24. Even poorer quality infill ?

25. "Between the clay plugs, the drain will be infilled
with a combination of imported hoggin (packed
down in layers), trees felled during the restoration
work (no more than 15% of infill), and the surface
dressed with any available spoil."

26. "Infill of drain will involve installation of clay
plugs every 15-20 metres."
Has this escaped already ?

27. Natural materials ?

28. Bricks.

29. And what else under the surface ?

30. Loose composition of new stream bed

5. The Issues
As will be obvious, but never stated, the Methods used for the New Forest Stream Works are entirely
automated using heavy machinery. There is virtually no simple or natural intervention in these processes often none. The use of heavy machinery gets the job done quickly, but at what cost ?
This means that the Works are far from subtle, or in the best interests of the habitat. To date, these "methods
have been implemented without regard to their negative effects - neither properly assessed nor avoided.
The practice is clearly more destructive than the Method Statements describe.
The use of 13 tonne excavators for the Works results in major effects which should not be permitted:
 the pre-works felling of stream-side trees to allow the excavators access to the works area.
Often valuable riverine woodland is destroyed, removing birds such as kingfisher, and shade
for fish and other inhabitants.
 the "new" meanders are uniformly one bucket in width (see photos 7, 8), and do not
conform to the surrounding valley streams they are supposed to be re- creating.
 the sinuosity of the meanders are more dependent on the functions of the excavator than
natural shapes, often following unnatural routes to accommodate the excavators.
 the use of these large buckets to move materials has produced a high incidence of mixing
different materials

the local soils become contaminated with hoggin and clay, and all mixed
together (photo 23).

imported clay is found everywhere - on the surface of the stream bed, as
well as all over the valley strip which has been excavated, infilled,
compacted and mixed to create new landform shapes etc......

sediment structures of the "meanders" are very loose once the water is flowing and will
soon erode in stronger flows (see photo 30).
 these automated processes result in the most invasive effects on the valley bottom

6. Questions include ?





Is the use of such high impact machinery really acceptable or has never been properly assessed ?
What unreported and unseen damage is being caused on the site ?
Is the use of this imported material really acceptable in terms of the effect on the natural New Forest valley
soils ?
Is all this still in store for other New Forest Streams
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